Advanced Vehicle Manufacturing, Inc.
Advanced Vehicle Manufacturing, Inc. (“AVM”) builds readyforservice, allelectric buses for
customers who need to move people cleanly, quietly, and costeffectively.
Arensis (sister company to Entrade)
Power Plant as a Service

Avisare
Avisare is a cloudbased software procurement platform with an RFP bidding engine.
Ayyeka
Ayyeka’s remote monitoring solutions enable cybersecure, plugandplay smart infrastructure.
Binishells
Binishells’ mission is to provide affordable construction that drastically reduces the impact on our
environment while improving the quality and nature of our communities.

BK Litec
LED solutions that enable a cheaper, simpler way to deploy both energy efficient lighting and IoT
hardware through existing light sockets.

CAGIX
An accredited marketplace for climate change investors and entrepreneurs. A fullservice global
investment marketplace for investors and entrepreneurs, addressing climate change solutions

California Lithium Battery, Inc.
Ramping up commercial production of a disruptive very high capacity SiliconCarbon composite
lithium battery anode material.

CarbonCap
Providing Carbon Capture Solutions To Industry
Chai Energy
Empowering consumers to understand and reduce their home energy usage through a free mobile
app.
Connect Homes
Beautiful modern green homes for half the price. Delivered anywhere.

CURRENT EV Concierge Service
A onestopshop for purchasing and leasing EVs and chargers, featuring THE EV DEAL BUILDER; a
car shopping app that gets you the lowest EV, plugin hybrid and hybrid offers available.

diviningLAB LLC
Datadriven decision support tools for watersmart planning and design in drylands.

Ecoponex
Vertically integrated farms comprising closedloop systems to produce healthy food, pure water, and
renewable energy using only 2% of land of conventional farms.

Entrade (sister company to Arensis)
Entrade designs, engineers and operates one of the smallest combined heat and power units on the
market, which feed on biomass waste fuels.

envi
envi is the only GreenBizLa certified ondemand car detailing service which uses 99.92% less water,
creates zero run off and empowers the deaf community.

Green Commuter
Disrupting Commuting and Mobility by offering a synergistic model of all electric vanpooling, car
sharing and fleet replacement services.

Green Way Laboratories
Our mission is to research and develop cleaning products that are high performing, safe and
nontoxic.

GRID Logistics
Developing major components to smartcities infrastructure by streamlining containerized freight
transportation connecting ships, trains and trucks while reducing air pollution and traffic congestion
through a 3pronged solution.

HIGEA
Higea's magnetic, oil absorbing powder allows rapid response and collection for oil spills of all sizes.

Hive Lighting
Manufactures high performance, energy efficient Plasma and LED lights for Entertainment,
Architecture, Sports and Science.

Hollywood Electrics
The global leader and pioneer in allelectric 2wheelers offering the widest range of electric
motorcycles, scooters and the world’s first EV performance kits.

Homeboy Recycling Powered by Isidore (recently acquired)
A triple bottom line social enterprise combining best practices in ewaste management with training
and employment for previously incarcerated Angelenos.
Juicer  Fine Electric Motorbicycles
Juicer makes faster, more powerful electric bikes in a classic style.

Local Roots
Local Roots designs, builds, deploys and operates the world’s most productive indoor farming
solutions.

Nimbus 9
A simple and low cost service for measurement and optimization of building assets, including: lighting,
HVAC, and plug loads.

Perception Robotics
Perception Robotics develops touchandvisionbased sensing solutions for modern industrial robots
and nextgeneration assistive robots.

Pick My Solar
A simple, trusted way for homeowners to go solar. Below marketvalue bids and indepth analysis
provided to homeowners at no charge.

Rain Systems
Patented process that installs a crosslink polymer into existing turf, at root level, which reduces
irrigation requirements by 50%.

Repurpose
The leading consumer brand in ecofriendly tableware. Repurpose products are 100% made from
plants, nontoxic, renewable and compostable  a sustainable and affordable alternative to single use
plastic products. Welcome to a cleaner world.

Saya
Saya's "AQUACERO" monitors water usage and prevents damage and waste caused by leaks and
frozen pipes.
Water Canary
Water Canary is a realtime water quality data provider.
Xtelligent
Bridging today’s traffic signals to tomorrow’s connected and autonomous future.

BioInspira
BioInspira harnesses biology to transform modern industry infrastructure by providing low cost and
highly accurate interconnected sensor networks for chemical leak detection.

FreeWire
A commercialized energy storage platform for the mobile power market using secondlife electric
vehicle batteries.
Nevados Engineering
Improve solar project economics with an allterrain solar tracking system driven by intelligent
controls.
Pre Framing Corp
Computer controlled partially prefabricated wall framing. The fastest, cheapest, easiest way to build,
saving 4M trees every year.

EveX
EveX is a psychotherapy service provider for depressed patients who desire a unique, holistic
belonging program that combines exercise, psychotherapy, and a communal support system.
FITScrubs®
High performance medical uniforms made with proprietary silver embedded fabrics that kill bacteria.

Got Gift Cards
Got Gift Cards serves as a virtual platform for a full spectrum of gift card transactions, reducing the
need for plastic.
MyGymPals
MyGymPals is the easiest way to find exercise partners, fitness activities and sports pickup games.

Pramash
Pramash reinvented the most enjoyable, safe and smooth highperformance Long/Skateboard.

Project Pals
Project Pals is a webbased project creation environment for students in grades 4 through college.
The application guides students through a process of discovery and deep learning. Students working
in teams collaborate on projects in real time, using a methodical approach to problem solving that is
focused on “how to solve the problem.”

